Two Sonatas for Harpsichord, Piano, or Harp by Caroline Campbell
Edited by Barbara Harbach
The keyboard music of eighteenth century women composers is not widely known. Their music is exciting and challenging,
but often lies neglected in forgotten attics and remote storage areas of libraries. Often, specific biographical information is
unknown, though certain generalizations can be made about their lives. Often coming from musical families and having
started their musical training at an early age, they generally became virtuosic performers and composers while still young;
their enthusiasm and determination is understandable, especially since most were expected to give up composition and
performance after marriage. These women were all active keyboardists as well as vocalists, interacting with prominent
musicians and composers in public concerts and private salons.
Nothing is known of the life of Caroline Campbell except that she left us two compositions from the late eighteenth century:
Two So11atas and Tliree English Airs with Variations (harp or harpsichord), London, 1787); and Two Sonatas and Six Songs and
Some E11glislr Airs with Variations, Op. 11 (harp and accompaniment), London, 1788.
The two sonatas in this collection are from the Two Sonatas and Three English Airs with Variations (harp or harpsichord),
London, 1787. The title page reads:
Two SONATAS and Three ENGLISH AIRS with Variations; for the HARP or HARPSICHORD as Composed, and
Performed at Richmond House by Caroline Campbell in the Year 1787 Entered at Stationer's Hall, Price 5.5. Lon
don, Printed by Longman and Broderip No. 26 Cheapside and No. 13 Hay Market
Both of the Two Sonatas are in the major key of E-flat and have two movements. The two sonatas have various characteristics in
common such as retaining the same key for each of the two movements, mainly regular phrase lengths, exact phrase repetition,
a variety of accompaniment rhythms, sequences, rich melodic invention, and scalar transitional material. There are few dy
namic markings specified by the composer in the score. They include the signs J, p, ff, trill signs, and a few grace notes.
The first movement of Sonata I, Allegro, is in sonata form. The first theme of the Exposition is a strong tonic outline with
tremolos, Alberti bass, and irregular phrase lengths. The second theme introduces hand crossings, with variety of texture
appearing through the contrast of registers. This theme area is repeated, with a small codetta added at the end of the
exposition. The Development opens with the first theme in the dominant utilizing sequences, and rhythmic values increase
from sextuplets to thirty-second notes. There is some chromaticism, and the piece ends with a short cadenza. The Reca
pitulation has the second theme in the tonic while the melodic material remains the same as in the Exposition. The first
theme does not appear in the tonic key as expected.
The Mi1111etto of twenty-four measures is the short, second movement. It is a two-part repeated form with a variety of
textures ranging from single lines, to octaves, to filled in chords.

Sonata fl is also in E-flat Major. The first movement, Allegro, is in sonata form with the structure almost identical to the
structure of the first movement of Sonata I. The second movement, in 6/8 meter, is a Rondo form with the typical configu
ration of ABACA. Alberti basses, simple harmonies, phrase repetitions, and a variety of registers characterize the A section.
The B section has faster note values, some octaves and chromaticism. The final A section is a duplicate of the first. As
expected, the C section is in the minor key of the submediant with an Alberti bass accompaniment with some phrase
repetition. The movement closes with a repetition of the A section.
These exciting sonatas are a welcome addition to the performing and teaching repertoire of the Classical period. They are
well constructed, interesting, and rewarding for both the performer and the listener.
Editor's Note: This performing edition is an Urtext in which few ornaments, phrasing, articulation, or dynamics have been
added to the score that were not originally provided by the composer. Each performer may determine these details follow
ing the composer's indications. However, the editor has unified ornaments, phrasing, articulation, and dynamics within
passages or in restatements except where the composer clearly wanted variety with each recurrence. Likewise, obvious
harmonic uniformity was provided by the editor (for example, where chromatic alterations were not carried out consis
tently in the original edition within passages or chords). Unnecessary accidentals were omitted, and the notation was
altered occasionally to conform to modern standards
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Allegro (J = 76)

Sonata II in E-flat
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